
Product Brand Name: Pre-Cut Tray Belts™ Sterile Wrap Protection

Generic Name: Sterile Wrap Protection

Order Numbers: TBPC30 and TBPC46

Purpose of Product: Designed to protect the integrity of CSR Wraps.

Product Range of 
Application:

Use to prevents abrasion marks and damage to sterile wrapping caused by dragging the tray. It also 
protects the wrap from the many sharp objects a tray may come in contact with. 

Product Description 
and Key Product 
Specifications: 

• Tray Belts are constructed of medical-grade paper and urethane foam. There are no adhesives used
in the manufacturing of this product. The medical-grade paper provides absorption and the foam
urethane provides padding. They are belted around the exterior of the CSR wrapped tray.

• Tray Belts are sold in 3” wide by 30” or 46” long strips. Two belts are paired with easy break away
tabs and packed 25 pairs per bag.

• The Tray Belts Dispenser Bag is perforated to expose the top 6 inches of the belts when opened.
Low-tack pressure sensitive adhesive allows the bag to be adhered to a convenient spot in
the work area.

• Tray belts are designed to be used during steam sterilization and are validated to not inhibit
or prevent sterilization.

Instructions for Use: 1. Begin with a wrapped tray that meets hospital wrapping policy.
2. Remove a pair of Tray Belts from the dispenser bag and place on the table with the paper side facing

down. Break the two belts apart and place approximately 10” apart, parallel to each other.
3. Place the wrapped tray lengthwise and centered on the tray belts.

Position belts about 1/4” past the sides of the tray to protect the
tray’s corners and edges from damage. Fold the belt up each side,
fold excess over the tray top and secure it to the paper wrap with
the indicator tape provided. Detailed instructions on page 2 & 3.

4. Tray Belts should remain on the tray throughout the sterilization
cycle, while stored on shelving units and during case cart
transportation to the Operating Room. Tray Belts are removed
along with the CSR wrap following aseptic technique.

Product Disposal: Tray Belts are single-use and disposable. 

Related Cygnus  
Medical Products:

Tray Belts Roll, NoDrip Padding, Corner Protectors, Paper Tray Liners and 
BeeSafe Honeycomb Padding and Belts

Latex Information: This product is latex-free.

PRODUCT SHIPPING  & STORAGE INFORMATION

Shipping Conditions: N/A

Requirements: N/A

Storage Conditions: N/A

Packing Conditions: N/A

Shelf Life: N/A

Tray Belts™ Pre-Cut Belts | Sterile Wrap Protection 
TBPC30 and TBPC46 (includes dispenser bag)

Instructions for Use and Product Information:

Wrapping instructions on the next page.

FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE CONTACT: 
HERZOG SURGICAL | 5901 Rosebud Lane Sacramento, CA 95841 | 916.334.1288 | 
www.herzogsurgical.com | sales@herzogsurgical.com
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Tray Belts™ Pre-Cut Belts | Sterile Wrap Protection 
TBPC30 (includes dispenser bag)

Wrapping Instructions:

Return to the first page.

Length

Height

Fold Over

Width

Will a 30” pre-cut belt be long enough to wrap around my tray  
as shown in the photo above?

Use Tray Length + [(Tray Height +1) x 2] to calculate  
the Belt Length needed for a specific tray size.

Example: 
Tray Length 21” | Tray Height 3.5”  
(factor in at least 1” to fold over the top of the tray) 
21 + [(3.5 +1) x 2] 
21 + (4.5 x 2) 
21 + 9 = 30

A 30” pre-cut belt is long enough to wrap around a 21”L x 3.5”H 
tray. A pair of 30” pre-cut Tray Belts™ will fully protect a tray  
of this size.

For smaller trays – there would be greater than 1” of excess  
material to foldover the top of the tray.

For larger trays use TBPC46 (see next page.)

Larger trays TBPC46 next page.

HERZOG SURGICAL | 5901 Rosebud Lane Sacramento, CA 95841 | 916.334.1288 | www.herzogsurgical.com | sales@herzogsurgical.com



Tray Belts™ Pre-Cut Belts | Sterile Wrap Protection 
TBPC46 (includes dispenser bag)

Wrapping Instructions:

Return to the previous page.

Length

Height

Fold Over

Width

Will a 46” pre-cut belt be long enough to wrap around my tray  
as shown in the photo above?

Use Tray Length + [(Tray Height +1) x 2] to calculate  
the Belt Length needed for a specific tray size.

Example: 
Tray Length 37” | Tray Height 3.5”  
(factor in at least 1” to fold over the top of the tray) 
37 + [(3.5 +1) x 2] 
37 + (4.5 x 2) 
37 + 9 = 46

A 46” pre-cut belt is long enough to wrap around a 37”L x 3.5”H 
tray. A pair of 46” pre-cut Tray Belts will fully protect a tray  
of this size.

For smaller trays – there would be greater than 1” of excess  
material to foldover the top of the tray. For trays 21”L x 3.5”H or 
smaller use TBPC30 (see previous page.)
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